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Decision 87-10-075 October 28, 1987 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application of ) 
Pacific Bell, a corporation, for ) 
authority to inc~ease certain intra- ) 
state rates and charges applicable ) 
to telephone services furnished ) 
within the State of California. ) 

---------------------------------) ) 
) 
) 
) 

And Related Matters. ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

----------------------------..... -- ) 

Application 85-01-034 
(Filed January 22, 1985: 
amended June 17, 1985 and 

May 19, 1986) 

I.85-03-078 
(Filed MarCh 20, 1985) 

OIl 84 
(Filed December 2, 1980) 

C.8:6-11-028 
(Filed Noveml:>er 17, 1986) 

OPIlCON ON PACIFIC BELL'S 
PETITION FOR MODIFICATION 

OF PE~ISION 86-12-099 

ProcedUral B~ekground 
On September 23, 1987, we issued an Interim Opinion 

(D.87-09-077) on Pacific Bell's Petition For Modification of 
0.86-12-099, relieving the utility trom any obligation to ~e a 
1988 attrition year filing on October 1, 1987 ~cause of the 
imminence of our en banc hearing on alternatives to cost of service 
regulation tor loeal exchange companies. Since the 1988 attrition 
filing was a topic for discussion at the en bane session, we 
preferred to deter consideration ot the merits of Pacific Bell's. 
Petition and the opposing arguments ot PUblic Staff Division (PSD) 
and Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TORN) until after the en 
banc. We are now prepared to address the merits of the issues of 
timing and scope presented by the pleadings before us • 
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Bell believes that separations factors are particularly important 
due to their use in nearly every formula which comprises the 
attrition adjustment mechanism. Thus, it arques that failure to 
use the Phase 2 adopted separations ratios could seriously aftect 
the accuracy of the figures derived from application of the 
attrition tormulae. Pacific Bell also argues that use of a 5% 
labor productivity factor for 1988 would not be supported by the 
evidence in this proceeding, since the basis of the Commission's 5% 
imputation in 1987 was the finding that such level was "sustainable 
in the near term." In short, the essence of Pacific Bell's first 
argument is that the pending Phase 2 decision would have a 
siqnificant impact on the calculation of the 1988 attrition 
adjustment, and that any adjustment should be made only after the 
Phase 2 decision issues are resolved. 

Pacific Bell also believes other Commission proceedings 
should be resolved before the 1988 attrition year filing is 
required. First, it notes that in OII 87-02-023, the Commission is 
considering issues relative to the USOAR. Depending on the 
resolution of those issues and the recovery method authorized, the 
utility est~ates that its 1988 revenue requirement could increase 
by $144.6 million. In OII 86-11-019, where the Commission is 
considering the impacts of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Pacific Bell 
estimates that its 1988 revenue requirement could decrease by 
approximately $270 million. Pacific Bell also cites the 
outstanding (as yet unquantified) revenue requirements issues being 
considered in OII 84, in connection with the detariffing of inside 
wSxe maintenance. 

In support of its arqument that the Commission should 
resolve these outstanding issues before requiring a 1988 attrition 
filinq, Pacific Bell cites 0.86-12-099, which provided that the 
attrition year revenue requirement calculation may include the 
effects of major governmental and/or regulatory commission actions 
if certain criteria are met • To be considered in the attrition 
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The arguments of the parties, set forth below, are fr~ee 
in the context of the now inapplicable october 1 filing aate, but 
nevertheless proviae a sufficient basis for resolving the questions 
presented. 

Pacitic Bcll!~ Petition 
While acknowledging that the December decision contained 

specific references to a 1988 attrition year filing, Pacific Bell 
argues that the Commission did not expressly order it to make such 
filing. Therefore, While admitting that the references in 
0.86-12-099 provide a basis for argument that such a tiling may be 

required on or before October 1, 1987, Pacific Bell requests relief 
from any such requirement. 

Pacific Bell makes three points. First, it notes that 
many issues remain outstanaing until the Commission·has issued its 
Phase 2 Results of Operations decision in this Docket. These 
issues include utilization, the San Ramon valley Project, Pacific 
Telesis affiliated company transactions, marketing sales practices, 
separations/settlements, interest synchronization, the revenue 
requirement impact of ZOM expansion, advice letters ana the high 
cost fund for independent telephone companies. In addition, there 
is the issue ~f modernization, initially considered in Phase 2, ~~d 
the subject of additional hearings yet to be scheduled. According 
to Joint Comparison Exhibit 754 presented at the conclusion of 
Phase 2, the annual revenue requirement impact of the Commission's 
decision on these issues (excluding modernization) ranges from 
Pacific Bell's estimated increase of $20.8 million to the PSD's 
estimated decrease of $181.9 million. In addition, Pacific Bell 
believes that in issuing 0.86-12-099, the Commission contemplated 
that ~e Phase 2 decision would be issued by the time a 1988 
attrition filing was due, based on the Commission's discussion of 
use of adopted separations factors in a 1988 attrition filing and 
reference to disposition of the overall labor productivity factor 
to be applied for 1988 premisea on the outcome of Phase 2. Pacific 
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Bell believes that separations factor~ are particularly important 
due to their usc in nearly every formula which comprises the 
attrition adjustment mechanism. Thus, it argues that failure to 
use the Phase 2 adopted separations ratios could seriously a!!ect 
the aceuracy of the figures derived from application of the 
attrition formulae. Pacific Bell also argues that use of a 5% 
labor productivity factor for 1988 would not be supported by the 
evidence in this proceeding, since the basis of the commission's 5% 
imputation in 1987 was the finding that such level was "sustainable 
in the near term .. " In short, the essence of Pacific Bell's first 
argument is that the pending Phase Z decision would have a 
significant impact on the calculation of the 1988 attrition 
adjustment, and that any adjustment should be made only a!ter the 
Phase 2 decision issues are resolved. 

Pacific Bell also believes other Commission proceedings 
should be resolved before the 1988 attrition year filing is 
req\lired. First, it notes that in OII 87-02-023, the Commission is 
considering issues relative to the USOAR. Depending on the 
resolution of those issues and the recovery method authorized, the 
utility estimates that its 1988 revenue requirement could increase 
by $144.6 million. In OIl 86-11-019, where the Commission is 
considering the impacts of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Pacific Bell 
estimates that its 1988 revenue requirement could decrease by 
approximately $270 million. Pacific Bell also" cites the 
outstanding (as yet unquantified) revenue requirements issues being 
considered in OIl 84, in connection with the detariffing of inside 
wire maintenance. 

In support of its argument that the commission should 
resolve these outstanding issues before requiring a 198$ attrition 
filing, Pacific Bell cites 0.86-12-099, which provided that the 
attrition year revenue requirement calculation may include the 
effects of major governmental and/or regulatory commission actions 
if certain criteria are met • To be considered in the attrition 
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year filing, the governmental or regulatory action must have a 
definitely quantifiable effect on the attrition year revenue 
requirement, and must be of sufficient magnitude relative to the 
utility's operations to merit its inclusion in the attrition year 
revenue requirement; further, its existence must be certain, its 
attrition year impact noncontroversial, and its effects readily and 
easily quantifiable. In addition, recognition of such effects in 
the attrition year must not conflict with the overall policy goal 
ot avoiding controversies that make the Commission'S attrition 
review unduly complex or protracted. (0.86-12-09~, mimeo. p. 25; 
see also Finding of Fact 22.) Once the outstanding issues in each 
of the above-referenced OIIs are resolved, Pacific Bell believes 
the criteria for inClusion will be met. However, until those 
impacts are known, Pacific Bell believes i~s 1988 attrition year 
filing is premature. 

Pacific Bell's third argument relates to, the Commission's 
grant of a limited. rehearing of Resolution No.T-12007, which was 
the procedural vehicle used to reduce Pacieic Bell's 1987 revenue 
requirement. In 0.8:7-06-022 the commissio;.'l granted limited 
rehearing for the purpose of receiving evidence and argument 
concerning what should have been included in the "technical update 
of booked depreCiation rates" for attrition year purposes, and also 
to allow pacific Bell to present argument it it chose to d~ S~, 
concerning the nonlabor escalation factor used in the resolution. 
0.87-06-022 did not treat the remaining issues in the application 
tor rehearing. Accordingly, Pacific Bell argues that there is a 
great deal of uncertainty at this time concerning the appropriate 
attrition methodology. It asserts that such fundamental issues 
should be resolved before any 1988 attrition filing is required. 
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TORN's Motion for An Expedited 
Order to Review 1988 Financial 
and Operational Attrition 

In TORN's view, the December decision established the 
Conunission's attrition policies that apply to 1988. The issues 
before the Commission in considerinq 1988 attrition arc repeats of 
the same issues faced a year ago. Indeed, TURN reminds us 
that our Oecember decision ordering Pacific Bell to file for 1987 
operational attrition and ltmited financial attrition responded to 
a series of TURN petitions. In its detailed discussion of 
telephone utility operational attrition, the December decision 
addressed a number of proposed modifications and made two expliCit 
references to 1988 operational attrition on issues where the 
Commission expected subsequent information to change the numerical 
basis for the 1988 calculation. 

In mandating a 1987 attrition filing, the Commission 
addressed and rejected a series of Pacific Bell arguments very 
similar to those made in the Petition. For example, Pacific Bell 
argued that attrition had never been mandated before (the 
Commission responded by noting that reversal of economic and market 
factors had turned the tables on what was originally a utility 
protection measure). The utility also· asserted that the 
operational attrition mechanism contained serious flaws (much of 
the Oecember decision was dedicated to addressing the mechanism and 
either affirming or amending particular elements). Pacific Bell 
noted it was preparing a "price predictability proposal" that would 
obviate attrition (the Commission rejected this argument noting 
that there was no basis for anticipating the actual date or terms 
of .the utility filing, or its linkage to attrition). Pacific Bell 
also argued that ~portant results of operations issues in Phase 2 
remained unresolved (the commission acknowledged the pendency of 
these issues, but determined that it was required. to act promptly. 
und.er the circumstances) • 
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In TURN's view, Pacific Bell seeks to avoid an 1988 
attrition filing, despite recognition ot the possibility that 
the Oecember decision contemplates such a tiling and despite the 
Commission's recent rejection of identical arguments. For 
example, Pacific Bell argues that it is unclear that there is an 
existing mandate to file. TURN believes: "Pacific Bell can only 
hope that the Commission forgets its earlier recognition of the 
responsibility to protect ratepayers in times of falling costs and 
rising revenues." (TORN Motion, page 6.) 

In response to the argument that elements ot the existL~q 
operational attrition methodology are "inappropriate" 
(including the present labor productivity element, the 
depreciation-related issues now subject to limited rehearing, and 
other elements still pending for decision) ~~ asserts that 
Pacific Bell iqnores the fact that all of these questiOns should Joe 
resolved by the end of 1987; similarly, Pacitic Bell tails to 
acknowledge that the 1987 attrition decision itself was issued 
despite the tact that several related issues were pending in 
Phase 2, in order to insure reasonable rates. 

TORN also points out that Pacitic Bell has retrained trom 
~~tioning formally the continued imminence of its regulatory 
reform proposal, although this was featured in informal attrition 
workshop discussions. TORN believes that Pacific Bell has 
apparently waived this argument. 

Finally, TORN argues that while important RO issues are 
pending in Phase 2 and other proceedings-, this was true a year ago 
as well, and prompt action is necessary to protect ratepayers. 
TORN believes: "It seems likely that important issues will always 
be pending, which could be used to excuse basic regulatory 
actions." (TORN Motion, page 7.) 

TORN believes that Pacific Bell's cost ot capita! should 
again be reviewed in the 1988 attrition review, since, throughout 
1987, bond and interest rates have remained low, continuing the 
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opportunity to refund earlier high-cost issues and to issue new 
debt at low rates of interest. pacific Bell has fully recognized 
these opportunities in other proceeding~. For example, in 
A.86-12-050, Pacific Bell sought authority to issue $2 billion in 
new debt securities by December 31, 1988, in addition to $350 
million in remaining authority from an earlier Commission decision. 
Pacific Bell justified these financings in order to meet new 
capital needs, and to finance mandatory and optional redemption of 
nearly $2 billion of outstanding high-coupon debt securities. 
(TURN Motion, pages 7 to 8.) In 0.87-03-070, dated March 25, 1987, 
the commission granted Pacific Bell's request in full. However, 
that decision did not require a reporting schedule, and TORN 
therefore does not know how much of the $2.3. billion has been 
raised, or whether the Commission would have been informed of any 
refinancings in the regular course of business. Accordingly, TORN 
asks that Pacific Bell be ordered immediately to prepare a 
"financial attrition" application that identifies all financings 
and refinancings since January l, 1987, and sets forth any such 
dealings planned through year-end 1987. 

TURN also argues that operational attrition should be 

considered. Once the uncertainties that Pacific Bell cites in its 
petition are resolved by issuance of the Phase 2 decision and 
resolution of the l~ited rehearing ordered in 0.87-06-022, it 
should be a relatively simple task tc update a prel~inary 
"pro forma" filing. 

In sum, TORN believes it has demonstrated that 
circumstances warrant the prompt issuance of a Commission 
requiring Pacific Bell to file a 1988 attrition request. 

order 
The two 

broad elements of these circumstances are: economic and market 
factors that indicate strongly that rate reductions are in order: 
and Pacific Bell's unwillingness to make a timely filing without 
Commission order • 
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Publi~ Staff Oivisign's Oppositi90 
The essence of PSO's opposition is that Pacific Bell's 

attempts to avoid a 1988 attrition filing repeat virtually all of 
the arguments the utility asserted in opposing a 1987 attrition 
filing. These same arguments were considered and rejected by the 
commission in 0.86-12-099, and Pacific Bell has not asserted any 
new compelling reasons for the Commission to ~odify its stated 
intention to conduet a review of attrition issues, both operational 
and financial durinq 1987 and 1988 (0.86-12-099, mimco. paqes 5 and 
13, Finding ot Fact No. 10). Similarly, in Resolution AI"j-1So., 
adopted on October 17, 1985, the Commission directed Pacific Bell 
to have two attrition years after test-year 198& (see also 
D.86-01-026, m.imeo. page 5). 

PSD acknowledges the uncertainties created by pendency ot 
the Phase 2 decision, which means in its view, that separations 
ratios and labor productivity factors utilized in the 1987 

attrition year filing chould be used again as the most recent 

• 

available adopted factors. Moreover, other aetions pending may ~ 

foreseeably have an effect on 1988 operations. These matters 
include pending actions at the Federal Communications commission 
(FCC) and at this commission, such as adoption of the USOAR, 
revenue requirements effects of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the FCC 
triennial represcription proceedings for Paeific Bell, and the 
possibility of a final order in Phase Z. In view of the potential 
impacts of these various proceedings. upon 1988 operations, PSO 
believes rates should be collected subject to refund after 
January 1, 1988 to account f?r any adjustments associated with- the 
1988 attrition year review. 
~;i.sC\lssi9n 

The Petition clearly indicates Pacific Bell's recognition 
of the fact that the Commj.ssion contemplated a 1988 attrition 
tili~q would be made. Pacific Bell points out that the Commission 
contemplated that at least two basic issues (separations factors 
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and la~or productivity issues) would ~e resolved ~y the time the 
1988 filing was made. It argues ~ased on the fact that these 
issues are not resolved, and due to. the pendency of other 
proceedings which may impact revenue requirement, that the 
attrition filing for 1988 should ~e postponed. 

At the September 25th en ~anc session, Pacific Bell's 
representative clarified that the utility does not wish to avoid a 
1988 attrition adjustment, but that it ~ have serious concerns 
about the fairness of the so-called attrition "cookbook" formula, 
especially in the areas of labor productivity and depreciation. 
Before addressing these fairness concerns, we have some 
o~servations about Pacific Bell's argument for delay. 

We conclude that the pendency of the Phase 2 decision 
weighs in favor of allowing sufficient delay, to enable those
preparing Pacific Bell's attrition year advice letter, and the 
staff members reviewing it, to use newly adopted separations 
factors and labor productivity findings. Otherwise the process of 
calculating the attrition adjustment will be unduly complicated by 
the need to update to recognize Phase 2 effects. Given the 
imminent issuance of the Phase 2 decision, we ~elieve that qranting 
a reasonable delay strikes the appropriate balance between Pacific 
Bell's concerns and the ratepayer interest. This remedy is also 
certainly preferable to dispensing with the 1988 attrition 
adjustment altogether on grounds of excessive complexity. Given 
current conditions in the telecommunications industry, Pacific 
Bell's present rates will become unreasonable during 1988 unless 
they are examined and adjusted for operational and financial 
attrition if necessary • . 

In requiring such filing, we will establish a timetable 
designed to address some of Pacific Bell's concerns about other 
pending proceedings. First, a few o~servations are in order. 

The information we heard'at the September 24th en ~anc 
session made clear the competitive and technological forces now . . 
operating upon Pacific Bell and other local exchanges. This is a 
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transitional time for the local exchange telephone business as well 
az a time of potential transition for its regulation. Nonetheless, 
we have a re9Ulatory framework in place that includes attrition 
filings and rate adjustments, and we will adhere to that framework 
until it may be changed. Thus, we reaffirm that Pacific Bell will 
make a 1988 attrition filing. 

As a preliminary matter, we believe many of the 
uncertainties Pacific Bell descri~es are nearly resolved. We 
expect our Phase 2 results of operations decision will ~e issued by 
the end of 1987. Further, the outstanding 1987 attrition issues 
which are sul:>j ect to limited. rehearing will a'lso be resolved by 
year-end 1987, according to the schedule established in the 
prehearing conference in that proceeding. 

As to the other proceedings that Pacific Bell cites in 
support of its plea for delay, (USOAR, the Tax Reform Act OIl, and 
the inside wire maintenance,OII), one simple point should suffice: 
The existing attrition formula Cas Pacific Bell notes) provides for 
recognition in the attrition year of governmental aetions which 
have a known or quantifiable effect on the attrition year revenue 
requirement. As we stated in the December decision: 

"We will not close the door to a review in the 
attrition year of the impacts of gover:t'l.l%lental 
or re~latory actions which have a definitely 
quant~fiable effect on the attrition year 
revenue requirement. Such effects must be of 
sufficient magnitude 'on the utility'S 
operations to merit their inclusion in the 
attrition year revenue requirement. 
Furthermore, their existence must be . certain, 
their attrition year impact noncontroversial, 
and their effects readily and easily 
quantifiable. In addition, recognition of such 
effects in the attrition year must not conflict 
(as is the case with the weignted 
uncollec:tible/net-to-gross multiplier issue) 
with the overall policy goal of avoiding 
controversies that will make our" 3.ttri tion 
review unduly complex or protracted.* 
(O.a6-12-099, mimeo. page 25.) 
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In at least two of those proceedings (USOAR and Tax 
Reform Act OII) we expect to reach decisions by year-end 1987. 
These decisions may incluae the sort of definitive in!ormation 
which meets the test we established in the Oecember decision for 
inclusion in the attrition revenue requirement. At this point we 
are not certain this will ce the case in the inside wiring 
maintenance matter due to the status of that proceeding. However, 
we ao not agree with the argument that the outstanding nature of 
these matters justifies their use as a shield to excuse or 
siqnificantly delay the attrition filing; rather, it should ce 
clear that we intended in the December decision to modify the 
attrition mechanism to recognize only those rate impacts which met 
the straightforward test for inclusion--not to delay filings to 
allow more events to meet the inclusion test. Therefore, we will 
allow Pacific Bell to present material with its attrition fi~ing 
that arguably meets that ~est, with the caveat that we will 
ultimately decide the issue based on careful scrutiny of the facts 
before us. Further, since many of these issues will not be 
resolved until the end of the year we will allow Pacific Bell to 
make its 1988 attrition filing, on or before January 30, 1988. 
This will enable it to reflect any actions taken in our Phase 2 
decision, our decision on the limited rehearing of attrition 
issues, and any decisions issued by Oec~er 31, 1987 in the USOA 
and Tax Reform Act OIls, as well as any other adjustments which may 
meet the "quantifiable regulatory actions" standard for inclusion. 
We reiterate our intention to review the tiling to ensure that only 
those modifications which meet the 0.86-l2-099 inclusion stand~rd 
~re ultimately reflected in the 1988 attrition year revenue 
requirement. 

We reject the opposing arguments that a pro forma filing, 
with subsequent update, is preferable to· ~llowinq a slight delay_ 
One filing, made after the major uncert~inties have been resolved, 
will si~plify the Evaluation and Compliance (E&C) Division staff's 
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efforts to prepare a Resolution for our consideration, by obviating 
the necessity of performing the multiple calculations associated. 
with such updates. 

We believe that TURN's suggestion regarding financial 
attrition merits adoption. Accord~ngly, we will require that 
pacific Bell's January 30, 1988 advice letter filing identify all 
financings and refinancings from January 1, 1987, through 
December 31, 1987, setting forth in clear detail all such 
financings or refinancings planned, as well as executed, through 
the end of the year 1987. consistent with the approach taken in 
Resolution No. T-12007, our review of financial attrition will take 
place within the context of the capital .structure adopted in 0.86-
01-026, the Interim opinion on Pacific Bell's 1986 test year 
revenue require:ment; no change in the authorized return on equity 
is contemplated. 

Consistent with our treatment of this issue last year, we 
will designate Pacific Bell's rates be collected subject to refund 
with interest beginning January 1, 1988 to account for any 
adjustments associated with the 19as attrition year review. 

We recognize that Pacific Bell is concerned about the 
fairness of the attrition formula, especially in the areas of labo= 
productivity and depreciation. Indeed Pacific Bell has exercised 
its legal right to appeal our 1987 attrition decision's handling of 
these same issues. Those appeals are still pending, although, as 
previously noted, we ~ granted a limited rehearing of the 
technical update issue, and expect a decision to be issued by the 
end of the year. We are also reviewing labor prOductivity issues, 
inclUding an incentive mechanism supported by PSD and Pacific Bell, 
in our ~hase 2 deliberations. . These are the forums where Pacific 
Bell's proposals and argwnents on lal:>or prO<iuctivity and. technical 
update issues will be assessed, along with the proposals and 
argume~ts of other affected parties. GiVen the opportunity for a 
full airing of these issues in these forums, we believe Pacific 
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Bell's fairness concerns will be considered appropriately. 
Standing alone, however, these concerns are not an adequate 
justification for dispensin9 with the 1988 attrition filing. 

This filing will be made at the end of the current rate 
case cycle, as originally envisioned. As this cycle draws to a 
close, we have indicated our interest in exploring alternatives to 
cost of service regulation for local exchange carriers. We expect 
to be considering Pacific Bell's proposal for a new regulatory 
framework in the near future, given the discussions at the 
September 24-25 en banc hearing. 

Prior to that hearing, we had asked our E&C staff to 
conduct workshops "at Whi~h interested parties may address the need 
for further changes to the attrition methodology for telephone 
companies adopted in 0.$6-12-099 and the c.'lesiral:>ility of making 
attrition year adjustments to the revenue requirements of telephone 
companies." (0.87-04-078, mimeo. p. 11). This workshop, held on 
August.11, 1987 was attended by representatives of local exchange 
companies, AT&T-communications, PSO, E&C, and TOrul. The positions 
of these participants, summarized in E&C's September 14, 1987 
report to the Commission, are detailed in Appendix A. According to 
E&C, the workshop participants agreed that there were too many 
issues before the Commission to- arrive at any meaningful consensus 
resolution about attrition. Given that situation, the workshop 
participants were unwilling and unable to compromise their 
originally held positions. Both TORN and Pacific Bell st~ted that 
formal hearings were the appropriate way to deal with any 
modifications to attrition. Therefore, in its report to the 
Commission, E&C recommended that no further attrition wor~hops be 

scheduled, but that changes to the Commission's attrition policy 
and mechanism for telephone companies be effected through ~ormal 
proceedings. 

Given these workshop results and our expectation that 
Pacific Bell's new requlatory framework proposa.l will provide a 
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future forum for addrcssin~ the mechanics of multi-year rate 
chan~es, we prefer to separate the question of 1988 attrition from 
the issue of the ultimate fate of the present attrition mechanism. 
Furthermore, it is absolutely necessary to have the benefit of a 
1988 attrition filing in order to obtain the most recent financial 
information available from Pacific Bell, as we assess our future 
regulatory policy options. Accordingly we will order Pacific Bell 
to file for 1988 attrition using the adopted methodology (0.85-03-

042, as modified by 0.86-12-099), as implemented in 
Resolutio~ T-12007, and allow only the few specific changes to ~t 
methodology which may be adopted in other related decisions to be 

issued before the end of 1987. 

Assuming that we do proceed with a full reexamination of 
our regulatory process, we will reconsider whether or how to have 
an attrition mechanism. For now, we are carrying out the existing 
regulatory rules as we have estal:>lished them. 
Findings of hct 

1. Pacific Bell has filed a Petition for Moditication ot 
0.86-12-099 requesting that the December decision be modified to 
whatever extent may be necessary to remove any requirement that may 
exist for the utility to :make a 1988 attrition tiling on or before 
october 1, 1987. 

2. The basis for Pacific Bell's Petition is the pendency of 
certain major issues, Which may not be resolved entirely betore 
October 1, 1987. 

3. TORN has filed a motion for an expedited order to review 
1988 financial and operational attrition, urging that Pacific 
Bell's rates be made s~ject to refund beginning January 1, 19S5 to 
ensure that ratepayers receive the full benefit of any at~ition 
adjustment even if the amount of the attrition adjustment is not 
fully resolved by that date. TORN also urges rejection of Pacific 
Bell's Petition for Modification of the Oecember decision, on the 
basis that the utility misconstrues or ignores the quidance in that 
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decision in order to manufactur~ uncertainty and seek relief from 
its responsibility to file for 1988 attrition. 

4. PSO opposes Pacific Bell's Petition for Modification on 
the basis that it repeats all of the arguments asserted in opposing 
a 1987 ~ttrition filing, and that these arguments were considered 
and disposed of by the Commission in the December decision. In the 
absence of assertion of any new compelling reasons for the 
commission to modify its stated intention to' conduct a review of 
attrition issues in 1988, PSD believes that financial attrition and 
operational attrition should be reviewed in 1988. 

5. In 0.87-09-077 we relieved pacific Bell from any 
obligation to make a 1988 attrition year filing on October l, 1987, 
based on the imminence of our en banc hearing on alternatives to 
cost of service regulation for local exchange companies, and our 
desire to defer consider~tion of the merits of the utility'S 
Petition until after the en banc. 

6. Most of Pacific Bell's concerns about the fairness of the 
current attrition methodology, as expressed at the en banc hearing, 
relate to the past application of labor productivity and 
depreciation,. These issues are currently being considered. in 
Phase 2 of the rate case and in A.87-04-049, where d.~cisions are 
expected shortly, and thus Pacific Bell has a forum to address its 
fairness concerns. 

7. Given (i) the conclusion of our E&C staff, as a result of 
August 1987 workshops on the attrition mechanism, that 
modifications to the status quo should be effected through formal 
proceed.inqs, and (ii) our expectation that consideration of Pacific 
Bell's anticipated new regulatory framework proposal will provid.e a 
forum for addressing the mechanics of multi-yea= rate changes, we 
will separate the 'question of 1988 attrition from the issue of the 
ultimate fate of the present attrition mechanism. 

- 15 -
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8. A 1988 attrition filing will provide the most recent 
financial and operational data available, for use as a baseline as 
we assess our future regulatory policy options. 

9. Pacific Bell's Petition does not raise any new issue not 
considered in connection with our December decision ordering a 1987 
attrition tiling; indeed, several of the uncertainties that Pacitic 
Bell cites in attempting to shield itself from the 1988 attrition 
filing, will be resolved by the end of this year, thus making the 
uncertainties less significant than they were at the time we issued 
0.86-12-099. 

10. Pacific Bell's Petition does not contain facts sutficient 
to justify relief from the requirement that a 1988 attrition year 
filing be made, since most of the uncertainties it cites will be 

resolved by year-end 1987; however it appears more feasible to, 
allow a slight d~lay in the filing in order to avoid undue 
complexity in calculating updates to arrive at a 1988 attrition 
year revenue requirement. 

11. If the uncertainties Pacific Bell cites in connection 
with our review of the Tax Refor.m Act and the USOAR are resolved by 
year-end 1987, Pacific Bell may make the argument that such. 
decisions have a definitely quantifiable effect on the attrition 
year revenue requirement within the parameters of 
0.86-12-099, mimeo. p. 2'5. 

12. The 1988 attrition year filing will use the separations 
tactors emanating from the Phase 2 decision. 

13. The 1988 attrition year filing will use the labor 
productivity factor and/or mechanism adopted in the Phase 2 
decision .. 

14. The 1988 attrition year filing will resolve technical 
update/depreciation issues in a manner consistent with our 
resolution of the issues in A.S7-04-049, where a decision is 
expected by year end 1987. 

- 16 -
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15. Pacific Bell's present rates will ~ecome unreasona~le in 
1988 unless they are examined and adjusted to account for 
operational and financial attrition if necessary. 

16. It is appropriate to require Pacific Bell to make a 1988 

attrition filing on or before January 30, 1988, using the 
methodology for operational attrition adopted in D.86-12-099, with 
the exceptions noted in the previous three findings. 

17. A January 30, 1988 advice letter filing will allow 
consideration of the results of our Phase 2 decision, including the 
separations factors and labor productivity items adopted in that 
decision; depreciation-related issues resolved in A.87-04-049; and 
any other known or quantifiable effects of regulatory actions taken 
~y December 31, 1987. 

18. It is appropriate to require Pacific Bell to, make a 
filing reflecting financial attrition for 1988 on or before 
January 30, 1988, and to require that the information Pacific Bell 
employs in this filing identify all financings and refinancings 
from January 1, 1987, through December 3-1, 1987, including all 
such dealings planned or executed through year-end 1987. 

19. consistent with the decisions issued in connection with 
Pacific Bell's 1987 attrition year, as well as Resolution No. 
~-12007, issued March 25, 1987, our review of financial attrition 
will take place within the context of the capital structure found 
reasonable in the interim opinion in D.86-01-026. No change in the 
authorized return on equity is contemplated. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. Pacific Bell's Petition for Modification of D.86-12-099 

should ~e denied, to the extent it seeks relief from the 
requirement of making a 1988 attrition adjustment. 

2. Pacific Bell should be ordered to file an advice letter 
addressing financial and operational attrition for 1988, in 
accordance with our preceding discussion. 
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'ORDER 

IT IS ORDEREO that: 
1. On or before January 30, 1988, Pacific Bell shall file a 

1988 attrition year advice letter, with service on all parti~s of 
record, addressing both operational and financial attrition, within 
the parameters of the cliscussion con'l:ainecl in the prececling text. 
The operational attrition request shall follow the attrition 
formula adopted in 0.8S-03-042 as modified by D.86-12-099, with the 
exceptions noted in Ordering Paragraph 2. The financial attrition 
request shall identify all financings and refinancings from 
January 1, ~987, through December 31, 1987, including all 
financings or refinancings planned or executed through the end of 
the year 1987. 

2. In making the January 30, 1988 advice letter filing, 
Pacific Bell shall use the results of operations adopted in 
Phase 2, including the separations factors and labor productivity 
outcome adopted in the Phase 2 decision. Such filing shall also 
reflect the technical update/depreciation outcome of our 
proceedings in A.87-04-049. 

3. TORN's motion for an expedited order to review 1988 

financial and operational attrition is hereby granted, '1:0 the 
extent consistent with this order. 

- 18 -
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4. Pacific Bell's intrastate rates and charqes shall be 
collected subject to refund with interest at the current three
month commercial paper rate beginning January 1, 1988, to account 
for any adjustments associated with the 1988 attrition year review 
ordered herein. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated October 28, 1987, at San Francisco, California. 
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President 

DONALD VIAL 
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APPE~l)IX A 

Briefly, ~e comments ~t the workshop c~n be categorized into fo~r 
groups a$ follows: 

Group ~ -- S~all Independent ~elephone companies 
'I'h.is qroup is concerned with the preserv'ation of their toll 
revenues. If they are authorized to offset any lost toll 
revenues in major r~te applic~tions and generic investigative 
proceedings, their concerns would be met. In addition, should 
the commission adopt a high cost fund in Pacific Bell's 
current A..85-01-0:.'34, the question of attrition is moot. 

Group Z -- Hid-Size ~elephone Companies 
'I'his group consists of Continental, Roseville and. Citize!"'.s 
telephone companies. 'I'here is no fo~al attrition mech~~is~ 
in place for this group of companies. Ad hoc for.uulas are 
developed to fit the specific needs ot each rate proceedinq. 
Due to the many unce.rtainties such as. the possibility of 
Pacific filing a new regulatory framework application, ta~ 
reform, 'C'SOA (Universal System ot Accounts), Pacific's Phase 
II decision, etc., these companies favor the option to re~est 
an attrition al~owance when they file. their next rate 
application. By that time they feel m.any of the al:love issues 
will be resolved. Continental questions the need of this 
workshop since the Commission has two pending proceedings on 
attrition (1) the limited rehearing of Pacific's 19S7 
attrition resolution T-12007 and (2) General Telephone's 
(General) current ~S7-01-002. Also' Continental favors the 
elimination ot attrition, since it is not appropriate in 
today's changing industry. 

Group 3 -- Large ~elephone companies 
Pacific Bell and General Telephone are in this group. Genc-~ 
favors ~eeping attrition the way they believe it is, that is, 
at the discretion of the utility. The Commission has broad. 
authority to institute "show cause" proceedings. Pacific as 
well as continental favors eliminating attrition since it is 
"inappropriate" in today's changing industry. Howev:er, if 
attrition is not eliminated Pacific prefers formal hearings to 
revise the attrition process. . . 

Group 4. -- 'rORN and. Pul:llic staff Division 
Both agree that attrition should be bi-directional; betwe~~ 
rate applications attrition protects the utilities during 
inflationary periods and it shOUld benefit ratepaye.~ during 
deflationary periods. T'C'RN is' awaiting action on its 
petition, tiled February 5, ~987, to modify D.85-0a.-093 
reqt.:testinq'that mid.-sized telephone companies :be ordered to' 
make attrition filings. TORN, like Pacific, favors to~al 
proceedings with all participants as res~ondents. ~~ also 
pre:ers annual operational and financial reviews of all local 
exchange companies. PSO would lim.it annual operational and 
financial attrition to' mid and large telephone companies. 

(BNU OF APPENDIX A) 
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~~"t' Decision ------ / 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE ,STATE OF CALIFO~ 

In the Matter of the Application of 
Pacific Bell, a corporation, for 
authority to increase certain intra
stat~ ratec and eharges applicable 
to t~lephone services furnished 

/ 
) /1' , c: ) lApp 1cat1on 8~-Ol-034 
) l(.Filed January Z2, 1985: 
~~/amcndCd June 17, 1985 and 

within the state of Californi~. 
¥ May 19, 1986) 

/) 

And Related Matters. 

/ 

C.86-11-0Z8 
(Filed November 17, 1986) 

~PINION ON PACIFIC BELL'S 

l
ET IT ION FOR MODIFICATION 

OF PECISIQN 86-12-099 

Ergee~ural BackgrQYnd 
On S~tember 23, 1987, we issued an Interiln Opinion 

(D.87-09-077)jon Pacific Bell's Petition For Modification of 
D.86-1Z-099,/relievinq the utility from any obligation t~make a 
1988 attrition year filing on October 1, 1987 because of the 
imminence;bf our en banc hearing on alternatives to cost of service 
regulation for local exchange companies. Since the 1988 attrition 
filing wfas a topic for discussion at the en bane session, we 
prefer.ied to defer consideration of the merits of Pacific Bell's 
Peti t!on and the oppos.ihg arguments o-r Public Staff Division (PSD) 

I . 
and Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TORN) until after the en 

I . 
bane. We are now prepared to' address the ~erits of the issues of 
t~ng ~d scope presented by the pleadings betore us. 

-. 1 -
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The arguments of the parties, set ~orth below, are !rame~ 
in the context of the now inapplicable Octo:ber 1 tiling date, :but 
nevertheless provide a sutticient basis for resolving the questions 
presented. . 

Faeifie Bell's Pe~itJ.2n ,,// 
", 

While acknowledging that the December decision contained 
.;' 

specific references to; a 1988 attrition year filing, pa~-fic Bell 
argues that the commission did not expressly order i~to make such 
filing. Therefore, while admitting that the references in 
0.86-12-099 provide a basis for argument that su~a filing may be ., 
required on or before October 1, 1981, Pacific 11 requests reliet 
from any such requirement. 

Pacific Bell makes three points. First, it notes that 
many issues remain outstanding: until th Commission has issued its 
Phase 2 Results of operations decisionlln this Docket. These 
issues include utilization, the~ Sn on Valley Project, Pacific 
Telesis affiliated company transa ions, marketing sales practices, 
separations/settlements, intere; synchronization, the revenue 
requirement impact of Z'CM exparision, advice letters and the high 
cost fund for independent te~phone companies. In addition, there 
is the issue of mOdernizatl.O'n, initially considered in Phase 2, and , 
the subject of additionaljhearinqs yet to· be scheduled. According 
to Joint Comparison Exh~bit 154 presented at the conclusion ot 
Phase 2, the annual r,/enue requirement impact of the Commission's 
decision on these issues (excluding modernization) ranges from 
Pacific Bell's est~ated increase of $20.8 million to the PSD's 
estimated decrease/of $181.9 million. In addition, Pacific Bell 
believes that in/issuing D.86-12-099, the Commission contemplated 

I 

that the Phasej2 decision would be issued by the time a 1988 
-attrition fi~ng was due, based on the Commission's discussion of 
use of adopted separations factors in a 1988 attrition filing and 
reference ~ disposition of the overall labor productivity factor 
to be ap~{1ed.for 1988 premised on the outcome of Phase 2. Pacific 

- 2 -
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Bell believes that separations factors are particularly important 
~ue to their use in nearly every formula which comprises the 
attrition adjustment mechanism. Thus, it argues that failure to 
use the Pha=c 2 adopted separations ratios could seriously affect 
the accuracy of the figures derived from application of the 

,.' 

attrition formulae. Pacific Bell also argues that us~.Of a 5% 
labor productivity factor for 1988 would not be supported by the 
evidence in this proceedinq, since the basis of the/commission's 5% 
imputation in 1987 was the findinq that such level was Wsustainable 
in the near tcrm.W In short, the essence of P(cific Bell's first 
argument is that the pendinq Phase 2 decisio~ would have a 

,~ 

siqnificant impact on the calculation Of/the 1988 attrition 
adjustment, and that any adjustment shonld be made only after the 
Phase 2 decision issues are resolved.~1' 

Pacific Bell also- believed'other Commission proceedinqs 
should be resolved before the 198~attrition year filinq is " . required. First, it notes thatjin orI 87-02-0Z3, the Commission is 
considering' issues relative to/the 'OSOAR. Oependinq on the 
resolution of those issues an& the recovery method authorized, the 

.1' 

utility estimates that its~988 revenue requirement could increase 
by $144.& million. In OII 86-11-019, where the Commission is 

/ 
considering the impacts jOf the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Pacific Bell 
estimates that its 1988 revenue requirement could deerease by 

I 
approximately $270 m~lion. Pacifie Bell also cites the 
outstanding (as yet/~nquantified) revenue requirements issues beinq 
considered in OIl .. 84, in connection with the detariffing of inside 
wire maintenance j~ 

In sup~ort ot its argument that the Commission should 
resolve these cutstandinq issues before requirinq a 198& attrition 

I< 

tiling, pacit,!cBell cites D.86-12-099, which provided that the 
attrition year revenue requirement calculation may include the 

t 
effects of/major qovernmental and/or regulatory commission actions 
it certain~criteria are met. To be considered in the attrition 

/ 
I 

{ 
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year filing, the governmental or regulatory action must have a 
definitely quantifiable effect on the attrition year revenue 
requirement, and must be of sufficient magnitude relative to the 
utility'S operations to merit its inclusion in the attrition year 
revenue requirement~ further, its existence must be certain, its 
attrition year impact noncontroversial, and its effects readily and 
easily quantifiable. In addition, recognition of such effects in 
the attrition year must not conflict with the overall poliey qoal 
of avoid.ing controversies that make the/Commission's attrition 
review unduly complex or protracted. /(0.86-12-099, mimeo. p. 25: 
see also Findinq of Fact 22.) Once the outstanding issues in each 
of the above-referenced OIls are re~olved, Pacific :Bell believes ,. 
the criteria tor inclusion will be met.. However, until those 
impacts are known, Pacific Bell/believes its 19S'S attrition year 
filing is premature. ,-. , 

Pacific Bell's third argument relates to the Commission's , 
qrant of a limited. rehearing of Resolution No. 'r-12007, which was 
the procedural vehicle used to reduce Pacific Bell's 1987 revenue 
requirement. In 0.87-06-:-022 the Commission granted limited 
rehearing for the purpose of receiving evidence and argument 
concerning what should. have been included in the *tec:hnical update 
of booked appreciati~n rates'" for attrition year purposes, and also 
to allOW Pacific Bell to present argument if it chose to do so, 
concerning the nonl:abor escalation factor used in the resolution. 
0 .. 87-06-022 did not treat the remaining issues in the application 
for rehearinq. Accordinqly, Pacific Bell argues that there is a 
qreat deal of uncertainty at this time concerning the appropriate 
attrition methodology. It asserts that such fundalllental issues 
should be resolved before any 1988 attrition filing is required .. 

- 4 -
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TORN's Motion tor An Expedited 
Order to Review 1988 Financial 
and Operational Attrition /' 

In TURN's view, the December decision est~blished the 
,t' 

commission's attrition policies that apply to 19·88. The issues ,,-
before the Commission in considering 1988 attrition are repeats of 

" the same issues faced a year ago. Indeed, TORN reminds us 
that o~ Oecember de~ision ordering Pacit±f Bell to· file for 1987 

" operational attrition and limited financial attrition responded to 
I 

a series of TORN petitions. In its detailed discussion of , 
telephone utility operational attri~on, the Oecember decision 
addressed a nUlllber of proposed mod..:t"fications and made two explicit 

I 

references to 1988 operational attrition on issues where the 
I 

Commission expected sUbsequent~nformation to· change the numerical 
basis for the 1988 calculation. 

I 
In mandating a 19~7 attrition filing, the Commission 

addressed and rejected a sdries of Pacific Bell arguments very 
similar to those made in/the Petition. For example, Pacific Bell 
arqued that attrition haa never been mandated before (the 
Commission responded byl not ins that reversal of economic and market 
factors had turned the tables on what was originally a utility 
protection measure)./ The utility also asserted that the 
operational attrit~~n mechanism contained serious flaws (much of 
the December deciiion was dedicated to addressing the mechanism and 
either affirming~or amendinq particular elements). Pacific Bell 
noted it was preparing a ·price predictability proposal· that would 
obviate attrition (the Commission rejected this argument noting 

I 
that there was no basis for anticipating the actual date or terms 
of the utiliiy filing, or its linkage to attrition). Pacific Bell 
also arqued/that important results of operations issues in Phase 2 
remained unresolved (the Commission acknowledged the pendency of 

. i . 
these issues, but determined that it was required to act promptly 
under the" circumstances) • 

I 

/ 
I - s-
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In 'l'ORN's view, Pacific Bell seeks to avoic:l an:i

1988 
.' 

attrition filing', despite recognition of the possibiJ:ity that 
the December decision contemplates such a tiling and despite the 
Commission's recent rejeetion of identical ar~e·nts. For 
exalnple, Pacific Bell argues that it is unclea-r that there is an 

I' 
existing mandate to file. TURN believes: wpacific Bell can only 
hope that the Commission forgets its ear~~r recognition of the 
responsibility to protect ratepayers in/times of falling costs and ,,' 
rising revenues. W ('I'tT.RN Motion, page;6.) 

In response to the argume~ that elements of the existing 
operational attrition methodology;are winappropriateW 

(including the present labor prodUctivity element, the 
c:lepreciation-related issues nOwiSubject to limited rehearing, and 

I . 

other elements still pending;i0r decision) TURN asserts that 
Pacific Bell ignores the fact that all of these questions should be 

I 

resolved by the end of 19~7: similarly, Pacific Bell fails to, 
acknowledge that the 19~,1 attrition decision itself ~as issued 
c:lespite several import~t loose ends, in order to insure reasonable 
rates. / 

TORN also points out that Pacific Bell has refrained from 
mentioning tormallilthe continuec:l imminence of its regulato~ 
reform proposal, ilthough this was featured in intor.mal attrition 
workshop discussions. TORN believes that Pacific Bell has 

l 
apparen~ly waived this argument. 

/ 

Finally, TURN argues that while important RO issues are 
pending in pJase 2 and other proceedings, this was true a year ago 

I 
as ~ell, and prompt action is necessa~ to protect ratepayers. 

I 

TURN beli~,'ves: WIt seems likely that important issues will always 
be pending, which could be used to excuse basic requlatory 

I 
actions./· (TORN Motion, page 7.) 

/ TURN believes that Pacific Bell's cost of capital should 
again be reviewed in the 1988 attrition review, since, throughout 

; . 
1987,fbond and interest rates have remained low, continuing the 

, 
I 

- 6, -
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opportunity to refundearlicr high-cost issues and to issue new 
debt at low rates of interest. Pacific Bell has fully r~cognized 
these opportunities in other proceedings. For example,,,' in ,... 
A.86-12-050, Pacific Bell sought authority to. issue~$2 billion in 
new deDt securities by Oecember 31,. 1988, in add.iti'on to $350 
million in remaining authority from an earlier Co~ission decision. 
Pacific Bell justified these financings in or~~ to meet new 

t 
capital needs, and to finance mandatory an~/optional redemption o~ 
nearly $2 billion of outstanding high-cOup~n debt securities. 
(TORN Motion,. pages 7 to 8.) In O.87-03!070, dated March 25, 1987, 
the Commission qranted Pacific Bell'sl~equest in tUlle However, 
that decision did not require a repo'rting schedule, and TORN 

.,;<' 

therefore does not know how much o~ the $2.3 billion has been 
raised, or whether the commissio£ would have been informed of any 
refinancir.gs in the regular co~~se of business. Accordingly, ~~ 
asks that Pacific Bell be ord'red immediately to prepare a 
wfinancial attritionw apPli~ation that identifies all financings 

. ,3' 

and refinancing's since January l, 1987, and sets forth any such 
dealings planned throug~tyear-end 1987. 

TURN also ar~es that operational attrition should be 
I 

considered. Once the! uncertainties that Pacific Bell c1 tes in its 
l' 

petition are resolved by issuance of the Phase 2 decision and 
resolution of the l1mited rehearing' ordered in D.87-06-022, it 
should be a relativelY simple task to· update a preliminary 

. "i wpro formaw f11.ng. 
J • 

In sum, 'l'tlRN ):)ell.eves it bas demonstrated. that 
·r • 

circumstances/warrant the prompt issuance of a Commission order 
requiring Pacific Bell to file a 1988 attrition request. The two 
broad elel:llerits of these circumstances are: economic and market 
factors thit indieate strongly that rate reductions are in oraer; 
and pacif;Cc Bell's unwillingness to· make a tfmely filing without 
Commiss~on order. . 

f , 

/ 
I 
l , 

i . 
- 7 -
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EYblic Statt Pivision's Qpp9~iti9n 
The essence of PSO's opposition is that Pacific Bel"l's 

attem.pts to avoid a 1988 attrition filing repeat virtually all of 
the arguments the utility asserted in opposing a 1937 attrition 
tiling. These !:;ame arguments were considered and rej.ected by the 
Commission in 0.86-12-099, and Pacific Bell has not,.I'asserted any , 
new com.pelling reasons for the Commission to modi~y its stated 

.--
intention to conduct a review of attrition issues, both operational 

/ 
and financial during lo9S7 and. lo988 (D.86-l2i:099, mimeo. pages 5 and. 
13, Findinq of Fact No. 10). Similarly, in Resolution AIJ-l56, 
adopted on October l7, 1935, the commiss.:ion directed Pacific Bell 
to have two attrition years after tes~~ear 1986 (see also 

/ 
0.36-01-026, mimeo. page 5). I' 

PSO acknowledges the uncertainties created by pendency of 

the Phase 2 decision, which mean~in its view, that separations 
ratios and labor productivity f'~Ctors utilized in the 1987 

attrition year filing should ,be used again as the most recent 
.I 

available adopted factors. J' Moreover, other actions pending may 
foreseeably have an effect/on 1988 operations. These matters 

I 
include pending actions at the Federal Communications commission 

. l,1 . d . (FCC) and at th~s Commiss~on, such as a opt~on of the USOAR, 
. l 

revenue requ~rements ,effects of the Tax Refonn Act of 1986, the FCC 
triennial represcription proceedings, tor Pacific Bell, and the 
possibil i ty of a ;tnal order in Phase 2. In view of the potential 
impacts of theselvarious proceedings upon 1988 operations, rates 
should be coilected subject to refund after Janua~ l, 1983 to 
account for any adjustments associated with the 1988 attrition year 

I 
review. I 
piscussion f 

.~ 
~he petition clearly indicates Pacific Bell's recognition 
" 

of the fact that the Commission contemplated a 198$ attrition , 
filing would be made. Pacific Bell points out that the commission 

I ' 
contemp~ated that at least two basic issues (separations factors 

I 
- 8 -
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and labor productivity issues) would be resolved by the time the 
1988 filing was made. It arques based, on the fact that these ., 
issues are not resolved, and due to the pendency of other ..... 

" 

proceedings which may impact revenue requirement, that the~ 
attrition filing for 1988 should be postponed. /.1"" 

At the September 25th en banc session, Pacdfic Bell's 
representative clarified that the utility does no~wish to avoid a 
1988 attrition adjustment" but that it ~ ha~elserious concerns 
~ut the fairness of the so-caJ.led attritioXl/wCook,bookw formul~, 
especialy in the areas of labor productivi~ and depreciation. 
Before addressing these fairness concern~ we have some 
observations about Pacific Bell's ar~nt for delay_ 

We conclude that the pende~cy of the Phase Z decision 
weighs in favor of allowing SUffic~nt delay, to enable those 
preparing Pacific Bell's attritio~ year advice letter, and the 
staff members reviewing it, to~se newly adopted separations 
factors and labor productivity findings. Otherwise the process of 

I 
calculating the attrition adjustment will be unduly complicated by 
the need to update to reccrqnize Phase 2 effects. Given the 
imminent issuance of thefphase 2 decision, we believe that granting 

t 

a reasonable delay st~!kes the appropriate balance between Pacific 
~ 

Bell's concerns and the ratepayer interest. This remedy is also 
( 

certainly preferable to dispensing with the 1988 attrition 
! 

adjustment altogether on grounds of excessive comp,lcxity. , 
In reqUiring such filing, we will establish a timetable 

designed to ad?-ress some of Pacific Bell's concerns about other 
pending preeee'ding's. First, a few observations are in order. 

As/ a prel1minary matter, we believe :many of the 
uncertainties Pacific Bell describes are nearly resol~ed. Our 
P~se 2 decision will be issued by the time any 1988 attrition rate 
modification would be effective. Further, the out~tanding 1987 
attrition issues which are subject to limited rehearing will also 
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be resolved by year-end 1987, according to the schedule e~tablishea 
in the prehearing conference in that proceeding. "Y 

"'. 
.. ~ 

As to the other proceedings that Pacific Barl cites in 
support of its plea for delay, (USOAR, the Tax Re~o~ Act OIl, and 
the insiae wire maintenance OIl), one simple po,J..~ should suffic~: 

~'. 

The existing attrition formula (as Pacific ~"l notes) provides for 
recognition in the attrition year of gove~ental actions which 
have a known or quantifiable effect on ~attrition year revenue 
requirement. As we ,stated in the Oecember decision: 

" *we will not close the door~o a review in the 
attrition year o·f the imB,acts of governmental 
or re~;atory actions w~eh hav~ ~ definitely 
quant1f1able effect on,the attr1t1on year 
revenue requiremente4such effects must be of 
SUfficient magnitude on the utility's 
operations to meri their inclusion in the 
attrition year re~enue requirement. 
FUrthermore, the~ existence must be certain, 
their attritionjrear impact noncontroversial, 
and their effects readily ana easily 
quantifiable. lIn addition, recO<]llition of such 
effects in the attrition year must not conflict 
(as is the ease with the weighted 
uncollecti~le/net-to-9ross multiplier issue) 
with the O:,~erall policy goal of avoiding 
controve~sies that· will make our attrition 
review unauly complex or protracted.* 
(D. 86-/'-099 , mimeo. page 25.) 

In ajlleast two of these proceedings (USOAR and Tax 
Reforltl. Act OI~) we expect to reach decisions by year-end 19S7. 

I, 

These decisions may include the sort of definitive infor1tl.ation 
/: 

which meets/~e test we established in the December decision for 
~' 

inclusion ~n the attrition revenue requirement. At this point we 
are not c~rtain this will be the case in the inside wiring 

" maintenance matter due to the status of that proceeainq. However, 
we do ndt agree with the argument that the outstanding nature of 
these m'atters justifies their use as a shield to excuse or 

,~ 

significantly delay the attrition filing; rather, it should Pc 
l 

f 
/ 
r - 10 -
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clear that we intended in the Oecember decision to modify the 
attrition mechanism to recognize only those rate impacts which met 
the straightforward test for inclusion--not to delay filings" to
allow more events to meet the inclusion test. Therefore/'we will 
allow Pacific Bell to present material with its attri~{~n filing 

" 
that arguably meets that test, with the caveat that/we will ,., 
ultimately decide the issue based on careful scrutiny of the facts 

/ 
before us. Further, since many of these issues will not be 

resolved before the end of the year we Wil~lOW Pacific Bell to 
make its 1988 attrition filing, on or before January 30, 1988. 

'"' This will enable it to reflect any actions taken in our Phase 2 
decision, our decision on the limite~ehearin9 of attrition 

~f. 
issues, and any decisions issued inf'the USOA and Tax Reform Act 
OIls, as well as any other adjUs~nts which may meet the 

, "" 6quantifiable regulatory actionSW standard for inclusion. We 
reiterate our intention to re~ew the filing to ensure that only 
those modifications which melt the D.86-12-099 inclusion standard 
are ultimately reflected utthe 1988 attrition year revenue 

" y 
requirement. . I 

We reject the/oppOSing arguments that a pro> forma filing, 
with subsequent updatl,' is preferable to allowing a slight delay. 
One filing, made aftir the major uncertainties have been resolved, 
will simplify the~aluation and Compliance (E&C) Division staff's 
efforts to prepar: a Resolution for our consideration, by obviating 
the necessity 01 performing the multiple calculations associated 
with such upd~es. 

we~elieve that ~'s suggestion regarding financial 
attrition m~its adoption. Accordingly, we will require that 
Pacific Be{l's January 30, 1988 advice letter filing identi~ all 
financing' and. refinancings since January 1, 1987, and set forth in 
clear d7iail any such financings or refinancings planned or 
executed through the end of the year 1987. Consistent with the 
approa6h taken in Resolution No. T-12007, our review of financial 

J 
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attrition will take place within the context of the capital 
structure adopted in 0.86-01-026, the Interim opinion on Pacific 
Bell's 1986 test year revenue requirement: no change in the 
authorized return on equity is contemplated. 

If it appears necessary for us to hold evidentiary 
hearings in connection with the 1988 attrition filing, we will set 
those hearings as soon after January 30, 1988 as""possible. In the 
meantime, consistent with our treatment of ~~' issue last year, we 

.-t~1 

will aesignate Pacific Bell's rates be collected subject to retund 
".;F 

with interest after January 1, 1988 to ~~eount for any adjust=ents 
associated with the 1988 attrition ye~~review. 

1{! 

We recognize that pacific/{~ell is concerned about the 
fairness of the attrition formula,j'iespecially in the areas of labor 
productivity and depreciation. I~deed Pacific Bell has exercised . 

, .. t 

its legal right to appeal our ~~87 attrition decision's handling of 
these ~e issues. Those ap~:~ls are still pending, although, as 
previously noted, we ~ ~~nted a limited rehearing of the 
technical update issue, arid expect a decision to be issued ~y the 
end of the year. We arelalso, reviewing labor productivity issues, 

~" , 

:ncluding an incentiv"m~chanism supported by PSD and paci~ic.~ll, 
~ our Phase 2 deliberatlons. These are the forums where PaclflC 
Bell's proposals anJ'arguments on labor productivity and technical 
update issues wil~i~e assessed, along with the proposals and 
arguments of othef affected parties. Given the opportunity for a 

I~ 

full airing of .these issues in these forums, we Delieve Pacific ,-

Bell's fairness concerns will be considered appropriately • .. 
Standing alon'e, however, these concerns are not an adequate 
justifieatioh tor dispensing with the 1985-attrition filing • .. ' 

~bis filing will be made at the end ~ the current rate 
case eyel,,f, as originally envisioned. As. this cycle draws to. a 
close, wl have indicated our interest in exploring alternatives to 
cost oflservice regulation for local exchange carriers.. We expect 

I ,? 
':'~ 

1 ,,; 
:ii 
J 
to 
'~ 

} 

r 
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to be considering Pacific Bell's proposal for a new regulatory 
framework in the near future, given the discussions at the 
September 24-25 en banc hearing. 

,. ":~ ... 

Prior to that hearing, we had asked our E&C"'staff to 
conduct workshops Nat which interested parties maYY~ddress the need 
for further changes to the attrition methodolO9Y~for telephone 
companies adopted in D.86-12-099 and the desirability of making 
attrition year adjustments to the revenue~;quirements of telephone, 
companies. N (0 .. 87-04-078, mimeo. p. 11)1}' This workshop, held on 
August l.1, 1987 was attended by represi'~tatives of local exchange 

:r-9
' 

companies, A'I'&T.-com:m.unications, PSD, .... 'E&C, and TORN. The positions I, 
of these participants, summarizedt~n E&C's September 14, 1987 
report to the commission, are 4etailed in Appendix A. According to
E&C, the workshop participant~agreed that there were too many 

l~f 

issues before the commission~to arrive at any meaninqful resolution 
about attrition. Given that situation, the workshop, participants 
were unwilling andunabltto compromise their originally held 

I 
positions. Both TURN ~nd Pacific Bell stated that formal hearings 
were the appropriate)~ay to deal with any modifications to 
attrition. Therefore, in its report to the Commission, E&C 
recommended that ri~ further attrition workshops be scheduled, but t, 
that changes to/the Commission's attrition policy and' mechanism for 
telephone companies be effected through formal proceedings. 
.1. 
G1~en these workshop results and our expectatlon that 

Pacific Bel~'s new regulatory tramework proposal will provide a 
.I 

future fo~ for addressing the mechanics of multi-year rate 
; 

changes, i~e prefer to separate the question of 1988 attrition from 
the issue of the ultimate fate of the present attrition mechaniSlll. 

" FUrthermore, it is absolutely necessary to, have the benefit of a 
I 

1988 attrition filing in order to obtain the most recent financial 
1/ 

intormation available from Pacific Bell, as we assess our future 
regut~tory pOlicy options • 

.II 
(I 

$' 
~ 
I .. 

) 

i 
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[j,ndipgs Of Fact 
1. Pacific Bell has filed a Petition for Modification ~f' 

0.86-12-099 requesting that the December decision be modified' to 
" 

" '" 

whatever extent may be necessary to remove any requirement that may 
exist for the utility to make a 1988 attrition filin~on or before 

I" 
" .. ', Octo~er 1, 1987. 

... 
2. The basis for Pacific Bell's Petition,,-l:s the pendency of 

.J' 

certain major issues, which may not be resolved entirely before ... 
october 1, 1987. / 

A' 
3. 'l'O'RN has filed a motion for an,{expedi ted order to review 

// 
1988 financial and operational attrit;9n, urging that Pacific 

.f' Bell's rates be made subject to refund after January 1, 1988 to 
ensure that ratepayers receive thelfUll benefit of any attrition 
adjustment even if the matter i~ot fully resolved by that date. 
TORN also urges rejection of ~ific Bell's Petition for 
Modification of the Oecember#decision, on the basis that the 

'" utility misconstrues or ignores the guidance in that decision in 
order to manufacture unc~rtainty and seek reliet from its 
responsibility to fil~':for 1988 attrition. 

4. PSO opposesfpacific Bell's Petition for Modification on 
~ , 

the basis that it repeats all of the arguments asserted in opposing 
a 1987 attrition filing, and that these arguments were considered 
and disposed Of/£Y the Commission in the December decision. In the 
absence of ass~rtion of any new compelling reasons for the 
Commission tO~~OdifY its stated intention to conduct a review of 
attrition is;ues in 1988, PSO believes that financial attrition and 
operationa:l attrition should ~e reviewed in 1988. 

5./' In 0.87-09-077 we relieved Pacific Bell from any 
obligation to make a 1988 attrition year filing on october 1, 1987, 

basedl.cin the imminence of our en banc hearing on alternatives to 
p , 

cost ~f service regulation for local exchange companies, and our 
des~e to defer consideration of the merits of the utility'S 
Pe1;i'tion until after the en banc .. 

" . 
l 
.' 
.:. 

l 
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6. Pacific Bell's concerns about the fairness of the. current 
attrition methodology, as expressed at the en banc hearinq; relate 

• ~L" 

to the past application of labor productivity and de~reeiation. 
These issues are currently beinq considered on Phas(t 2 of the rate 

.,~.:' 

case and in A.S7-04-049, where decisions are expected shortly, and 
thus Pacific Bell has a forum to address its.~~irness concerns. 

oN 

7. Given (i) the conclusion of our ~&C staff, as a result of 
t 

August 1987 workshops On the attrition mechanism, that 
modifications to the status quo shoUldtbe effected through formal 
proceedings, and (ii) our expectat~ that consideration of Pacific 
Bell's anticipated new requlat0r.Y,ttramcwork proposal will provide a 
forum for addressing the mechan!es of multi-year rate changes, we 
will separate the question O~l98S. attrition from the issue of the 

"" .. 
ultimate fate of the prese#t attrition mechanism. 

S. A 19S8 attriti~ filing will provide the most recent 
<~ 

financial and operational data availa:ble, for use as a baseline as 
'f" we assess our future ,,,regulatory policy options. 

9. Pacific ~l's Petition does not raise any new issue not 
considered in con::~ction with our review of 1987 attrition issues; 

'.' indeed, several,;.tof the uncertainties that pacific Bell cites in 
it' 

attempting tolshield itself from the 1988 attrition filing, will be 
'I 

resolved by the end of this year, thus making the uncertainties '. less severejthan they were at the time we issued D.86-12-099. 

10. ~acific Bell's Petition does not contain facts sufficient 
to justiil relief from the requirement that a 1988 attrition year 
filing De made, since most of the uncertainties it cites will be 

resolv~ :by year-end 1987; however it appears more feasible to 
allow/~ slight delay in the filing in order t~ avoid undue 

~' 

compiexity in calculating updates to arrive at a,19SS attrition 
J • 

yea~revenue requ1rement. , .. r • • J 
" 
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11. Assuming that the uncertainties Pacific Bell cites'in 
connection with our review of the Tax Refonn Act and the,.,'OSOAR are 

" resolved by year-end 1987, Pacific Bell may make the argument that 
such decisions have a definitely quantifiable effee~on the 
attrition year revenue requirement wi thi~ the pa,rtmeters of 
0.86-12-099, mimeo. p. 25. ~r 

12. The 1988 attrition year filing wi~use the separations 
factors emanating from the Phase 2 decisio~: 

13. The 1988 attrition year tili~~~ill use the labor 
productivity factor and/or mechanism~opted in the Phase 2 
decision. I'" 

14. The 1988 attrition yea~ilin9 will resolVe technical 
update/depreciation issues in ~manner consistent with our 
resolution of the issues in ~187-04-049, Where a decision is 
expected DY year end 198.7./" 

15. It is appropri~te to require Pacific Bell to make a 1988 
attrition filing on or ~fore January 30, 1988, usin9' the 

methodology for oper~tional attrition adopted in 0.86-12-099, with 
the exceptions note~in the previous three findings. 

15. A Januarl~3o, 1988 advice letter tiling will allow 
consideration o~~e results of our Phase 2 decision, including the 

~ 

separations factors and laDor productivity items adopted in that 
It' 

decision: ae~eciation-related issues resolved in A.S7-04-049: and 
any other ~'Own or quantifiable effects of regulatory actions taken 
before December 31, 1987. 

,f. 

17. lIt is appropriate to require Pacific Bell to make a 
filing r'eflecting financial attrition for 1988 on or before ,I 
Januar/'30, 19S8, and to require that the information Pacific Bell 
empl~s in this tilin9 identity all financin9's and refinancings 
since January 1, 1987, as well as such dealings planned or executed 

11 
th;ough year-end 1987. 

" /..' 
l 
/; 

l ), 
( . 
I .. 
~ 
I 
:.. 
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.-,.,,/ ...... 
18. Consistent with the aecisions issued in connection with .' 

Pacific Bell's 1987 attrition year, as well as Resoluti~n No • 
....... 

T-12007, issued March 25, 1987, our review of financ'ia1 attrition .... 
will take place wi thin the context of the capi ta,llstructure found. 
reasonable in the interim opinion in 0.86-01-~~. No change in the 
authorized return on equity is contemplated .... §'· 

Conclusions of Law ~ 
1. Paeific Bell's Petition for ~itication of 0.86-12-099 

should be denied, to the extent it ~e:ks relief from the 
requirement of making a 1988 attr~t[on adjustment. 

2. Pacific Bell should b~~rdered to file an adviee letter 
addressing financial and oper~t1onal attrition for 1988, in 

" accordance with our precedin4discussion. 
I' .1', .... 

. il' ORDER 

·l t 
IT IS ORDERE'o that: 

f 
l. On or before January 30, 1988, Pacific Bell shall file a 

1988 attrition ye~'advice letter, with service on all parties of 
record, addressing both operational and finaneial attrition, within .. 

• 1< .. t " • the parameters ,of the dl.scussl.on contal.ned l.n the precedl.nc; text. '. The operationa,I attrition request shall follow the attrition 
formula adop~~d in 0.85-03-042 as modified by 0.86-12-099 and 
D.87-04-07S,'with the exceptions noted in Ordering Paragraph 2. 
The financ,.ial attrition request shall identify all financings and 
refinanci,i'gs since January 1, 1987, and set forth any such 

• 
financin~s or refinancings planned or executed through the end of 

~. 

the ye~;r: 1987. 
;.; 

,. .. 
.,' 

0; 
I' 
" 
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2. In making the January 30, 1988 advice letter fi~ing, 
Pacific Bell shall use the results of operations ad-opted':' in 
Phase 2, including the separations factors and labor .. pr~uctivity 

.--outcome ultimately adopted in the Phase 2 decisiol\~'~' -Such filing 
shall also reflect the technical Update/deprecia.t1on outcome of our 

," 
proceedings in A.87-04-049. , ... :~7 

,.I-

3. TURN's ~otion for an expedited or~~r to review 1988 
... , .... t'; 

f~nanc~al and operat~onal attr~t~on ~s hereby granted, to the 
extent consistent with this order. ./' r· 4. Pacific Bell's intrastate ~~tes and charges shall be 

"-
collected subject to refund with i~~erest at the current three-
~onth commercial paper rate after .. 'January 1, 1988, to account for 
any adjustments associated With/the 1988 attrition year review. 

This order is effective today. 
J'\" 

Dated J:', at San Francisco, California. 

" 

.' . .. 
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APPENlJIX A 

• Briefly, the comments at the workshop can be catcsorized into :tom:>';' 
groups as follows: "/ 

• 

• 

v 
,\.off' 

Group J. - Slnall Xndependent 'l'elephone companie:::;. ,:/ 
'rl:lis group is concerned with the preservation of thei-r toll 
revenues. Xf they are authorized to· offset any lost toll 
revenues in major rate applications and seneric ~vestigative 
proceeding'S, their concerns would 1:Ie met. Xn a4di tion, should 
the Commission adopt a hiSh cost fund in Pac~ic Bell's 
current A.SS-Ol-0:34, the question of attriti.on is moot. 

Croup 2 - Hid-size Telephone Companies ~ 
This group consists of Continental, Roseville and Citizens 
telephone companies. 'rhere is no· formil attrition mechanism. 
in place for this group of companies/ Ad hoc ~ormulas are 
developed to fit the specific needsrof each rate proeeeding. 
Due to the many uncertainties suel1' as the poss~ility of" 
Pacific filing a new requlatory~ramework applieation, tax 
reform, USOA (Universal system/of Accounts), Paeifie's Phase 
XI decision, etc., t.~ese eomp~ies favor the option t~ request 
an attrition allowance when~ihey file their next rate 
application. By that time p.ey feel many of the above issues 
will 1:Ie resolved. Continental questions the need o'! this 
workshop since the Commi~ion has two pending proceedings on 
attrition (1) the limite'O. rehearing of Pacifiers 1987 
attrition resolution '1'/12007 and (2) General Telephone's 
(General) current A.~7. Ol-002. Also Continental favors the 
elimination of attri ion, since it is not appropriate in 
today's changing i~ ustry. 

I . 
Croup 3 --- Large 'l'e~epbone Companies 

Pacific Bell andJGeneral Telephone are in this group. General 
favors keeping ~ttrition the way they believe it is, that is, 
at the discret10n of the utility. The commission has 1:Iroad 
authori ty t~ wti tute "show cause" proceedings. pacific as 
well as Cont~ental favors eliminating attrition since it is 
"inappropria~e" in todayrs changing industry. However, if 
attrition ii not eliminated Paci~ic prefers formal hearings to 
revise thjlattritio: process. . 

Croup 4 ---~ and Publie sta~~ Division 
Both aqree that attrition should 1:Ie bi-directional; 1:Ietween 
rate ap~ieations attrition protects the utilities during 
inflat~nary periods and it should benefit ratepayers during 
deflatxonary periods. TORN is awaiting aetion on its 
petit~n, filed February S, 1987, to modify D.85-08-093 
requesting-that mid-sized telephone companies be ordered to 
make/attrition filings. TURN, like Pacific, favors formal 
proc.eedings with all participants as respondents. TCP.N also 
preters annual operational and financial reviews of all local 
ex~nge companies. PSD would limit annual operational and 
f~ancial attrition to· mid and large telepbone companies. 

(BN~ OF APPENDIX A) 
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15. Pacific :sell,' s present rates will becotle unreasonable in 
1983 unless th.ey ar~'~dj~~t~d 't:--;C~Q·unt for op=j'eional and. . / 

"/ • A"" V 1)' / financial attrition""'.;i- /V.-.--..t.-.I ".~~/ ' 1/ 

16. It is appropriate to require pacific;£ell to make a 1988 
attrition filing on or before January 30, 19$ , usin9 th.e 

./ 
methodology tor operational attrition adopt ~n 0.86-12-099, wi~ 
the exceptions noted in the previous thrC~2:ndings. 

17. A January 30, 1988 advice lette~f:ling will allow 
consideration of the results of our Pha 2 decision, including the 
separations factors and labor produc~iv{ty items adopted in that 
decision: depreciation-related iS$ue~~SOlVeQ ~n A.87-04-049: and 
any other known or quantifiable efflcts of regulator,{ actions taken 
by December 31, 1987. ~ 

13. It is appropriate to ~quire Pacific Bell to make a . 
filing reflecting financial attrition for 1988 on or be!ore 
January 30, 1988, and to requ!re that the infor.natior. Pacific Bell 
employs in this filing iden~fY all financing'S and refinancings 
from January l, 1987, thr~gh Dece~er 3l, 1937, including all 
such dealings planned or~xecuted through year-end 1987. 

19. Consistent with the decisions issued in connection with 
Pacific Bell's 1987 ~~rition year, as well as Resolution No. 
T-l2007, issued Marcy' 2S, 1937, our review of financial attrition 
will take place witnin the cont~xt of the capital structure found 
reasonable in the Anterim opinion in D.86-0l-02G. No change in the 

authorized ret~on equity is contemplated. 
Conclusi9ns of Law 

1. pac,#ic Bell's Petition tor Modification of D.86·-12-099 
should be d~,Aed, to the extent it seeks relief from the 
requirementf0~ making a 1983 attrition adjustment. 

2. ~acifiC Bell should be ordered to tile an advice letter 
address~;f financial and operational attrition for 1988, in 
aceordTce with our preceding discussion. 

L... __ 
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and labor productivity issues) would be resolved by the ti~e the 
1988 filing was made. It argues based on the fact that ~~ese 
issues are not resolved, and due to the pendency of othe~ 
proceedings which may impact revenue requirement, that / e 
attrition filing for 1983 should ~e postponeQ. 

At the September 25th en banc session, 
representative clarified that the utility does n wish to avoid a 
1988 attrition adjustment, but that it ~ hav. serious concerns 
about the fairness of the so-called attrition 
especially in the areas of labor productivit and depreciation. t 
Before addressing these fairness concerns, e have some 
observations about Pacific Bell's arqumen 

We conclude that the pendency of the Phase 2 decision 
weighs in favor of allowing SUfficient)£elay , to enable those 
preparing Pacific Bell's attrition ye~ advice letter, and the 
~taff members reviewing it, to use n~lY adopted separations 
factors and labor productivity fin~gs~ other~ise the process of 
calculating the attrition adjustme~ will ~e unduly complicated by 

-the need to update to recognize p~se 2 effects. Given the 
ilnminent issuance of the Phase 2!deeision, we believe that ~antinq 
a reasonable delay strikes the tppropriate balance between Paci.!ic 
Bell's concerns and the ratepayer interest. This remedy is also 
certainly preferable to dis~'n~~ng with the 1988 attrition 
adjustment altogether on ~unds of excessive complexity. Given 
current conditions in tho/tel.~communications industry, Pacific . 
Bell's present..,cates willJ. Decome unreasonaDle during 1988 unless V"OI··· 
they are~~~te~f~r Jperational and financial attrition-'i ~-w."44J/1' .. 

In requiring such tiling, we will establish a timetable 
designed to addreS~SOme of Pacific Bell's concerns about other 
pending proceedi s. First, a few observations are in order. 

The i ormation we heard at the September 24th ~ bane 
session made c ear the competitive and technological forces now 
operating up Pacific Bell and other local exchanges. This is a 
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